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‘Of the essentials of preserving life, nourishing the breath has no peer. When the
breath is exhausted, the body dies, when the people are downtrodden, the nation
collapses’
Zen Master Hakuin Ekaku, Letter to a sick monk, 18th century Japan
‘…To explicate the uses of the Brain, seems as difficult a task as to paint the Soul, of
which it is commonly said, That it understands all things but itself;’
Thomas Willis, Preface to Cerebri Anatome, 1664
“The man’s body is sacred and the woman’s body is sacred…..
If any thing is sacred, the human body is sacred….
O I say these are not the parts and poems of the body only, but of the soul,
O I say now these are the soul!”
Walt Whitman, I Sing the Body Electric
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Prologue: A Semi-Monocular I
‘You never really understand a person until you consider things from their point of
view... u
 ntil you climb into [their] skin and walk around in it.’
Harper Lee, writing as Atticus Finch, in To Kill A Mockingbird
A Forbidden Experience
This is a book about the self. And since eyes are said to be the window to the soul, they
make a good place for us to start. Eyes have also been a topic close to me since my
birth. To explain this, I want to begin by telling you something about myself, about
how I see the world, and thus something about the brain that wrote this book.
I was born blind in one eye. Because of this, there is an experience that I have never
had1. Not only have I never perceived this experience, I cannot even imagine it. It is an
experience that you, and almost everybody you have ever met, takes entirely for
granted. Yet it is also profoundly beautiful, and this missing beauty in my own life
captivates me. I know it is beautiful from the accounts of the few who lacked this
experience, and then gained it later in life.
This experience is that of the ability to see depth. This depth perception occurs
through binocular vision, called stereopsis, and it is a central part of how the normally
sighted see and interact with the world. We commonly refer to it as three-dimensional
vision.
Stereopsis comes from our forward-facing eyes, and therefore only some animals,
usually predators, have it. It allows you to assess how far away an object is from you. It
is what allows you to sense how far a balloon in the air is from you. When you intuit
how far to reach for a glass, the sense of depth is at work.
How do we sense depth? There are multiple ways. Firstly, there are cues for depth that
come from individual eyes: things that are closer to you move more when you move
your head, and obviously they look larger than when they are far away. These are
monocular cues. We can see this from the depth apparent in flat, two-dimensional
works of art. Leonardo da Vinci in his notebooks made a detailed study of how such

This used to read ‘can never have’, written in early 2018. As of february 2020 I am no longer so
sure.
1
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monocular cues can be used to create depth in art2. But despite their usefulness, these
cues lack a great deal of information compared to normal binocular vision, which I
lack. This other, binocular kind is the one that is so elusively, beautifully different.
Binocular vision cannot come from either eye alone. That is to say, it only comes from the
combined use of two eyes as one. It is therefore in part a creation of the mind.
The additional information used to create a sense of depth is the slight difference in
viewing position between the two eyes, which leads to different images being formed and
sent to the brain. To see this, try holding an object close to you, then close either eye, and
see how the image changes. How much it changes depends upon how far away it is, and
this information is used by the brain to estimate distance. For example, an apple held close
to you looks much more different eye to eye than an apple far away. The brain uses this
information to create binocular depth.
Without this estimation of depth, the world has a flatness that is obviously hard for me to
describe. My brain has only ever had relatively minimal depth cues as it uses only one eye,
and so my worldview is correspondingly flat.
Interestingly, once stereopsis has been acquired, even closing one eye does not make it
fully go away. Normal brains use their past binocular experience to ‘fill in’ and create an
enriched sense of depth even when one eye is shut, a fact confirmed by studies showing
that binocularists are better at judging depth with one eye than are monocularists. Even if
you closed one eye, it would not give you this same flatness that I see. Susan Barry wrote a
beautiful memoir of her own experience gaining normal stereopsis later in life, an
experience so unusual she was profiled by Oliver Sacks in the N
 ew Yorker for it. She
describes herself being ‘overwhelmed’, the experience being ‘remarkable’ and ‘dramatic’.
It is a ‘distinct, subjective sensation’, quite unlike anything else. She writes of how even
films on flat screens gained depth for her upon gaining stereopsis, and of how she felt
beautifully immersed in a deep, enveloping sense of worldly d
 epth that she had never
experienced before. A particularly haunting part for me was reading of her joy at being
surrounded by and immersed in a scene of falling snow in winter, being herself part of this
deepened world for the first time. She had been freed from a life of living through a flat
television screen as I must do.
In her book, Barry quotes Frederick Brock (1899-1972), a pioneer in visual therapy who
wrote ‘ ….Before stereopsis is actually experienced by the patient, there is nothing one can do or
say which will adequately explain to him the actual sensation experienced.’ Like a colour that
has never been seen before, it is beyond the imagination of monocularists like myself to
conjure these sensations. Despite having ‘normal’ brains, our imagination is sharply
constrained by our lack of experience. As no explanation of sound could ever satisfy the

Leonardo Da Vinci: ‘ The first intention of the painter is to make a flat surface display a body as if
modelled and separated from this plane, and he who most surfpasses others in this skill deserves
most praise.’ L
 eonardo on Painting, edited & translated by Martin Kemp & Margaret Walker
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deaf, no explanation of depth could satisfy me. It is the invisible thing lying forever in
front of me.
Neither is this imperception merely a sensory deficiency. Rather, this lack of depth
pervades action also3. Living in this flat land leads to a certain clumsiness, and a lifetime
of odd habits built up to compensate. At a dinner with a friend in 2018, I reached quickly
for a wine glass, misjudging its distance badly. My hand crashed into the newly filled
glass, splashing red wine all over his white shirt. My explanation involving monocularity,
stereoblindness and resulting poor motor control did not resolve the subsequent
awkwardness4.
I was aware of this deficiency from a young age, and I channeled this curiosity into a
tendency to think about thinking, in order to try to understand myself. This in turn led to
questions about the brain.

The birth of an I, and a blooming, buzzing confusion
Let us start with a ‘simple’ question: how do we begin to see? When thought begins in life
is perhaps not a meaningful question. Most likely to me at least, thought gradually
appears in the womb: we are not desktop computers with simple ‘on’ switches5. But what
is clear is that the opening of the eyes for the first time marks a dramatic change. Babies
do not hide this fact upon their emergence, which is rarely a quiet process. What is not so
immediately clear from watching babies is the marked challenges that seeing and doing
present to the newborn, though the flailing of newborn babies hints at this.
We imagine babies looking back at us clearly for the first time, but the reality is almost
certainly quite different. Upon being born, we are met instead by what William James
called ‘the blooming, buzzing confusion’. As we shall see, neuroscience has proven James
correct. In the ‘great bath of birth’6 a blaze of ever-changing lights storm into the fertile
young mind. Everything is unexplained, the mind restlessly clutches for anything
predictable, familiar. All sorts of regularities are identified and saved by the brain at this
time, a process that we shall track later. Edges, shapes, textures, movements, all form a
rising crescendo of complexity that is caught by the brain. From this apparent chaos we
eventually learn to recognize faces, appreciate beauty and read poetry. Here the brain is
forming the foundation upon which more detailed understanding will later be laid, a layer
of perceptual lessons upon earlier perceptual lessons. In studying the brain, we are in
We shall see that sensation and action are not as separate as the western mind typically
assumes.
4
Nor did school sports teachers comprehend what was going on when I attempted exercise.
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Kristine Krug, Colin Akermann and Ian Thompson showed in a 2001 paper that neurons in
parts of the brain - the cerebral cortex and thalamus - can show surprising selectivity for
visual stimuli presented to a ferret that has never opened its eyes. Journal of Neuroscience
2001, ‘ Responses of Neurons in Neonatal Cortex and Thalamus to Patterned Visual Stimulation
Through the Naturally Closed Lids’
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large part studying the machinery for understanding this apparent chaos into which the
newborn is so suddenly immersed. Brains thus exist to learn useful things about the world.
We will discuss at length the challenges of something so apparently effortless to us as
seeing. For now, I want to elaborate on seeing with two eyes.
We do not come into the world able to take the two images from both of our two eyes and
make one single, hopefully unified worldview. But, at least for you, it happened. There is
one self. A single, internal model of the world built from two eyes, two ears, taste, smell,
touch, and even sensors that tell you where your joints are. From the cacophony of
newborn experience comes our mental universe. This is not a passive process either: every
experience comes to hint at, suggest, or even force action, which in turn changes
sensation, and so the cycle7 continues. From all of this comes a whole, single world.
Well, at least for you. For me, things are more complex. When I, my self, developed in the
womb, a small layer of connective tissue remained in the right eye, blocking the light from
entering and reaching the retina. I was thus half-blind.
Being half blind did come with an advantage: for the first five weeks of my life, my baby
self had no binocular problem, no need to combine the two images: I looked out upon the
world with a single eye. All of those worldly confusions of vision were dealt with by one
eye’s input to the brain. Things were relatively simple, and I, whatever this I was at that
early age, could focus on other priorities in setting up my inner world.
Then, however, everything visual in my life changed. This aberrant connective tissue was
removed at a very young age – five weeks – for reasons that we shall see. The second eye,
lacking a lens due to this surgery, suddenly came into play, and the confusion blossomed
into what I imagine was mental anarchy. A second image began flooding my brain - much
blurrier, weaker, unable to focus at all as it lacked a lens - and this image needed to be
dealt with.

We shall see that the parts of this cycle (sensation/action) are so close together that the
boundary between them borders upon the illusory.
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An Emerging I, in the weeks after my surgery at Great Ormond Street at 5 weeks old.
What happens next in babies such as I was? The ideal outcome, of course, is to have two
eyes see as one, ie., to be normal. Here, though, there are problems. It is much easier for
the brain to simply continue to use one eye, especially when that one eye has much clearer
vision than the other. What happens then, if left untreated, is exactly this: the brain blocks
the image from the second eye, and so people use one eye only. This is a common reason
for having a squint. The brain never learns to use the weaker eye, and so that eye simply
lives on as a kind of vestigial sensory artifact, an eye without a brain. The eye gets
forgotten, if it was ever truly known.
To prevent this abandonment of the weaker eye, children like me go through a rather
time-intensive and laborious process of ‘patching’ or, more technically, monocular
occlusion therapy. In this process, a patch is placed over the ‘good eye’, as my mother
used to call it, forcing the child to use the ‘bad eye’. This patch is often worn for the
majority of each day, and I used to make frequent visits to Great Ormond street hospital in
London, where they sought to track my progress. In childhood photographs, I can be seen
wearing this patch, peering out at the world through the blurry, weaker eye. I wore it
during almost all of my time at primary, or elementary, school. My mother went through
parental hell trying to coax her child’s brain into seeing. I repeatedly tore off this
cumbersome, sticky object, and had to be bribed with sweets to keep it on. It became a
bargaining chip in many a negotiation. I yearned for the hour when I could rip the patch
off and see a crystalline world again. Every day, for the first ten years of my life, I went
through this. It did not endear me to the school bullies: pirate jokes abounded.
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With my mother during monocular occlusion therapy. I am being forced to use my right eye to
‘teach’ my brain how to use it.

The purpose of this treatment is to make the brain learn to listen to the input from the
‘bad’ eye, and it can be effective. For many who go through this, the outcome is relatively
normal binocular vision. Some people’s brains still reject the ‘bad’ eye, remaining
monocular once the patch is off. They remain unable to use the bad eye at all. Regardless,
the normal outcome is almost always one worldview, whether it be from just one eye, or
from successfully using the two eyes together. A ‘single’, obvious I that sees and acts, a
centre point of the self.
For me though, something rather different happened, a compromise between these two
extremes. I ended up seeing everything twice.

A doubled life: ‘imperfect’ partners
The task of fusing two eyes’ images was never accomplished by me. Doubtless my baby
brain tried to make sense of the images together, but gave up the struggle. Instead, I have
suffered from double vision all of my life. As I write, I see two pages, two sets of words,
blending into each other. When I look at the sky, I see two suns. I see two moons, two
lover’s faces, two horizons, two of everything.
What is it then, to see twice? Which eye represents the experience of the self? Which image
is reality? In truth, one image is more like a ghost, hovering over or under the reality. This
ghost is almost always the bad eye: very blurred, legally blind, a little like looking through
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very frosted glass8. I have been unable to wear contact lenses since an eye operation at age
25, but even when I could, I preferred not to. The blurriness helps me to keep those two
images separate: one grounded, one floating. This is less confusing.
The relationship of the two images to one another is of particular interest. When I was a
child, I almost always presented a ‘lazy eye’, my right eye would stubbornly not look
straight, not look in alignment with the left eye. As I turned thirteen, this increasingly
bothered me, because of how it looked to others.
I began to think long and hard about how to fix this problem of having an obviously lazy
eye. I consulted doctors: there is a commonly used surgery that makes the eyes straight by
subtly tightening or loosening muscles. However, this only works if the offset of the two
eyes is constant. Mine was not. My right eye would drift in different directions, and so
there was no fixed correction to make. Doctors said I was also too old to hope that my
brain would learn to fuse these two dueling images from the two eyes(more on that duel
later). The development of vision happens very young, they said, in a ‘critical period’
where the brain is especially malleable. Because of this, I would have to put up with being
cross-eyed forever.
But I was stubborn. I persisted in trying to solve this problem without medical help. What
was clear to me was that the fix, if it could be found, would not be found in my eyes, but in
my brain. What I realized then was that the double vision was actually a secret blessing: it
meant that if I concentrated I could tell when my eyes were looking at the same point or
not. This is harder than it sounds, since I lacked the mental routines to do this check
effortlessly, but over much time I learnt to do it through extensive trial and error, every
time learning to make the relevant estimate of how far apart my eyes were. I learnt to tell
whether the eyes were drifting or not, and thus whether I looked cross eyed.
I then had to learn to move each eye independently to bring them back into alignment.
This does not come naturally to anyone, not even someone with a visual brain as strange
as my own. I began searching for the right mental lever, the right thought, to allow me to
control the eyes separately. Over time, I gradually found the way to do it. I explored all
kinds of abstract mental places before I found the correct one, the one that attached to the
‘move right eye’ or the ‘move left eye’ commands. Over months, I gradually taught myself
how to correct each of the relative displacements between the two eyes, including testing
myself in front of mirrors. I used the errors, the difference between the expected and the
actual outcomes, to slowly calibrate my brain’s ability to keep my eyes straight. As a
teenager, I did consciously what you have done effortlessly since early childhood. The
images never fused, but they were relatively aligned. Most of the time, unless I am tired or
distracted, my eyes are aligned9.

This was true at the time of writing, early 2018. But there have been semi-violent (surgical)
revolutions in my visual world as we will see later in the book.
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I had created in my mind a habit based upon the close coupling of action and sensation.
Each little drift in the two images was met by the necessary corrective action. I had not
learnt to use my eyes as one, but I had created an illusion of having done so. Even now,
several times a minute I notice a drift of the images that is big enough to need a conscious
correction, but it is doable.

Recompense for monocularity
I wrote earlier that I ‘suffer’ from double vision, but this is only partly true. It is true that
it is most irritating trying to read with this constant, shifting sets of two images. It is also
difficult to become immersed in something while maintaining the constant corrective
habits of keeping the eyes aligned. Following slides in a lecture is particularly difficult. I
find it very hard to look at objects in detail, to fix my gaze upon an object for any length of
time. The constant habit of correcting the drift is immensely distracting, like trying to
think whilst balancing on one leg.
In essence, I lack what the yoga masters called Drishti, an essential part of yoga involving
steady, calm, yet concentrated gaze, that in turn settles the body and breath. I am in a
constant juggling, shifting state of attention, unable to minutely examine precise detail. It
makes eye contact especially odd, and I habitually avoid this discomfort.
But seeing the world differently in this way also has its advantages. I’ll begin with the
beauty of the images I see. Because my ‘bad eye’ has no natural lens, the image it sees is
heavily blurred. This means that points of light are seen as blazes of illumination, like car
lights through a rainy window. That eye’s world resembles a living impressionist
painting, with blurs of colours and poorly resolved shifts of shapes. I sometimes sit and
simply look out of the right, weaker eye, seeing the world in this unfocussed way. It gives
an odd reminder of how distorted n
 ormal perception is.
But the real beauty comes when using both eyes together, as best I can. Through this,
viewing the world becomes a kind of internal poetry, an impressionist painting dancing
above the crystal, lens-given ‘reality’ of the good eye. A dancer’s precise pirouettes are
illuminated in a bright, motion-filled blur. Reflections of light each have their own
shifting halo. Nights are especially beautiful: on top of the precise points of light, the
sparkle of the weaker eye floats, broader and more diffuse, like a glow from within each
object. Or perhaps this glow is underneath the clear image, not on top. It is hard, even
impossible, to work out which is the foreground. This double vision is more irritating in
day: the brightness of both images becomes more of a fight within my brain, whilst the
calmer hues of night allow a complementary co-existence. The real world is bathed in the
warm glow of the weaker eye.
But the benefits of seeing double extend beyond the aesthetic. How you see alters how you
think. Studies have even shown that you can predict aspects of personality from the
movement of the eyes. Changes in ways of seeing have been linked to great artistic ability:
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it has been speculated from self-portraits that Rembrandt, Picasso and even da Vinci had
lazy eyes10, and a corresponding flatness of worldview. This forced adaptation,
compromise, a development of alternative ways of seeing and depicting the world.
But double vision did not help me become a brilliant painter. In fact, I’m terrible at
drawing: trying to visualize things on the page is very difficult, as the two eyes constantly
jostle, meaning there is no fixed point of focus to imagine from. This outweighs any
artistic advantages I could gain from seeing a flat world.
Instead of leading me to art, it led me to thinking about thought. Seeing the two images
competing, completing, complementing one another is to watch my own thought in real
time. This is true for you also: the world you see is the inside of your head. When you open
your eyes and gaze upon a sunset, you are actually watching your brain at work.
Your brain performs this illusion well. but in me it is far from perfect. When my attention
changes between the two eyes, the images gain and shrink in relative vividness, even
relative realness. I can see attention at work. As a child I used to sit and play with the two
images, often in a futile attempt to achieve my dream of using two eyes as one.
That dream has not yet come true, and I increasingly wonder if it is such a dream at all.
When I close my right eye, seeing with the good eye only, the world becomes still, static,
even dull. It is like acquiring a newfound yet bland peace, like an ADHD sufferer suddenly
finding calm and realizing they have nothing to do. Rather, my imperfect duet of the two
eyes gives the world a living, breathing air, each glance birthing a new flurry of thoughts
buzzing in this abstract, unfocussed theatre inside of my head, the theater that sees twice.
Viewing can never be a quiet act for me. How much of my personality comes from this
eccentric worldview I cannot tell, but I am inclined to be optimistic.
Whatever the answer, fate has given me at least one great gift. Through all of these
moments, from long hours in hospitals taking tests, years wearing an eye patch to coax
my brain into seeing, experiments in and frustrations with seeing double, a fascination
with what I am and how I came to be was born, alongside the tiny speck of tissue that
blocked the sight into my right eye. I became restlessly curious to understand this problem
deep inside myself, a problem o
 fm
 yself and its partial doublement, and was drawn to
reading and learning all that I could about brains. I went on to study neuroscience as an
undergraduate, and then as a PhD student.
That is what this book was originally about11: neuroscience, and the brain: the instrument
that I thought makes the mind. But since then it has expanded, as my own life experience
showed me my own embodiment. I will not give away the narrative of the book, but this is
me in April 2017, in an intensive care bed following surgery on my aorta:
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I am doubtful, but I do wish I could believe it.
This has been edited since it was first written in 2017, because the book has changed.
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The author in an intensive card bed, April 22nd 2017.
This, and two other experiences around then, fundamentally changed my sense of self, my
thoughts as a scientist, and ultimately this book, which has become as much a memoir of a
scientist’s life as it is a book about the brain: my hopes, frustrations12, thoughts,
experiences, discoveries, friendships, training, successes, failures13 etc. The core parts of
this book were written, at least in my head, during the build up and recovery from this
operation. We shall come to this question of embodiment and the mind:body link.
Until then, to the fabrics of thought we go.
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There are no diversity quotas for number of surgical scars or chronic illnesses.
There are too many for one book, but I will try to be honest and include some!
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